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After a successful unsolicited opening weekend amid controversy, filmmaker Todd Phillips' Joker, a creepy character study in one of the most lymphomatic future villains of all time, misses the biggest arena at the box office. The film's box office records broken by more than $93 million in domestic ticket sales, earning
Joker's special distinction for being the largest October movie debris in the United States. Joaquin Phoenix, who portraits the criminal bell himself, received greater praise for his unique performance, uncontrollable performance. If you're a bigger movie fan, you'll probably notice some of the many films that Joker pays
homage rate. Even if you are not a serious movie thing, you might feel like one after you finish this article and you will always appreciate the wide array of psychological wonders that inspired Joker to start with. Joaquin Phoenix | Warner Bros. So before you book your tickets for the next showing in Joker, check out this
list of films that either played a direct role in the film's first development or receive a special to none of Joker's. Actually way, you have an especially exciting and greedy film marathon in front of you. 'The Man Who Righs' is directed by German filmmaker Paul Leni, the silent 1928 film of the man that Righs is an adaptation
of French novelist Victor Hugo's level of the same name. Film critics Roger Ebert described the film as a melodrama, at times even a swashbuckler, but so stealing in the expression room that he plays like a horror film. The man who Righs is famous for the creep, wide grin on the face of the lead Gwynplaine was played
by Conrad Veidt. The blurry smile often minds viewers to mistake drama in the handmaid for a horror film. In fact, it was that famous freakish smile that originally inspired Joker's appearance. In 2005, a graphic novel named Batman: The Man Who Laughed Revolver around the first time the cruiser met Joker's
achnemesis. The novels title is clearly a no cloud to the original's silent film that initially inspired the creation of the villain in comic books. 'Taxi Driver' Famous 1976 Neo-noir Psychological Drama, Taxi drivers revolver around the life of a war veteran named Travis Bickle, a young Robert De Niro, who suffers under
insomnia and gradually lost his strips of reality as he was revealed to be saving a morally hug world by murdered a presidential candidate and saved a young prostitutes, played by Jodie Foster. Like Bickle, Arthur is often treated as an out of society because of his mental health condition. Both dream characters in saving
the world in one way or another at the price of their sanitary and morality. Just like Joker, Taxi Driver has blocked up a lot of controversy for his graphic depression of violence as well as for the film in a pretend Foster as a pretend lover. Today, taxi drivers are regarded as one of the greatest films of all time. Taxi driver
star Robert De Niro plays Fleck's arthur, personality on Murray Franklin television in Joker. 'King of Comedy' Robert De Niro on Joker continues with director Matin Scorsese's 1983 psychological black comedy, The King of Comedy. The film equalizer around a mental-disrupted, successful stand-up comedian named
Rupert, played by De Niro, who developed an obsession with a successful entertainment and television personality named Jerry, played by Jerry Lerwis. The film equalised around the dangers of celebrity worship and Rupert eventually went as far as Kidnap Jerry and kept him for ransom. Angelina Joker, the reverse
roles with Phoenix play the role of the dangerous obsessed fan, Arthur, and De Niro act as the subject of Phoenix's obsession, Murray. Like Rupert the King of Comedy, Arthur is also a failed stand-up comedy with a history of mental health issues. 'Henry: Portrait of a Serial Twist' in this cold, psychological horror film,
Michael Rooker plays Henry, a recently convicted war who makes a living as a killer, committing a series of brutal murders during his reign of horror and violence. Directed by John McNaughton, Henry: Portrait of a Serial Killer based on the true story of serial killer Henry Lee Lucas, who was deemed liable for hundreds of
murders that were not resolved. The film contains many graphic material, both sexual and violent in nature, that it had a major role in the development of the NC-17 rating. Like Henry: Portrait of a Serial Asller, a main theme of Joker is the inner darkness hidden in each and everywhere. Both films are cold science
characters in unstable spirits. In Joker, Arthur believes that his goal in life is to spread the laughs and happiness until a series of traumatic events send him spiraling into insanity. You have to be notified before checking out this movie, though. Henry: Portrait of a Serial killer regarded as one of the most gruesome films,
disturbing films ever released. The film took four years to have a theatrical release because it took the fimmakers long to find a studyo willing to distribute such a hair-raising movie. 'Knight of darkness' when the Dark Knight was released, audiences and critics praised the late ledger for his haunting, chill performance as
the Joker. At a time where comic book movies were often identified as children's films, Knight's dark dark shocked audience with her gritty, dark tone and truly terrifying villain. Their performances at Ledger and Phoenix are incomparable, nor should they compare because they don't even worship the same as each other,
but each performance is brilliant in its own way. Joker Ledger's heath ledger on creating chaos with wherever he goes, purely for his own sadistic entertainment: Joaquin Joker's Phoenix push seems only acting violent when pushing to do so when he feels wrong or dangerous by victims of his future. Joker shouted an
interesting tribute to Heath Ledger's acting method. Ledger would carry around a character journal full of creepy designs and eerie messages in order to get into character. Angelina Joker, Arthur carries around a similar headline, filled with flames, dark jokes, and feelings of darkness about his suffering. 'You're never
really here' Joaquin Pheonix's character in director Lynne Ramsay's action-thrilling dressing is such a reflection of the war of Phoenix's character Joker. The film gun around a jaded veteran named Joe, played by Phoenix, who embarked on a violent rescue mission to save a teenage girl, often restored to the brutally
violent measure of doing so. Both Joe and Arthur suffered from life-changing events that were forever changing them as people but in very different ways. Joe uses his violent nature, British nature for good intentions, while Arthur's intentions are much more... morally questionable, to say the least. After checking out these
films, you will be able to see and admire Joker Todd Phillips' face in a whole new light. This Oscar season will form up to all over Joker. Todd Phillips' DC comic adaptation became a force to be reconfided with them. The film – which stars Joaquin Phoenix as the supervillain of Ionik - causes a stir even before it hits
theatre. Some worried Joker would lead the audiences in part with his title character and perhaps even inspire violence. Of course, the film fortunately didn't lead to any real-life tragedy. However, he has attracted an extraordinary crowd on his Oct. 2019 release. The suits at Warner Bros. have likely never expected Joker
to leave such a cultural impact. And no one ever thought it would break as was much for book movies as it had. Joaquin Phoenix at the Golden Globe Awards | Kevin Winter/Getty Images The unstable box office runs in 'Joker' Comic Book Movies led the box office in 2019. But Joker isn't just another addition to the
genre. Marvel Studios may have had three big hits in 2019 - including Avengers: End game - but these movies share a similar tone of aesthetic. Joker, on the other hand, is not concerned with the action-heavy pageant. Unlike just about every major comic book movie out there, Phillips' movie didn't chase family
audiences. Instead, he presents a comic book origin story without any of the source material known for. This is an unprecedented, R-rated character study, a comic book movie said of the award in early film Martin Scorsese. And audiences love Joker's alternative approach to comic book movies. On a reported 55 million
production budget, the film earned $1.1 billion worldwide. Warner can be repentant at first to give Joker the green light. But the study is now hungry for more stories told in an incremental fashion. Todd Phillips' film leads the 2020 Oscar world nomination that monstrous commercial success and praised critics, many
regarded as Joker to be a potential award contest. After all, the film touched the prestanged Golden Lion at the Venice Film Festival. And Phoenix as a performers has embarrassed for his work on screen. Perhaps Joker could get him at least another step closer to his Oscar win. Then the Oscars announced their 2020
candidate. Not only did Phoenix go up for Best Actors, but the movie all together earned 11 Akadamy Award nuds. These include Best Picture, Best Director, Best Adapted Screenplay, Best Original Score, and several other technical categories. Joker earned the same number of nomination as films like The Lord of the
Rings: The Return of the King. Even as impressive, Joker sounded past the Dark Knight to become the most Oscar-nominated comic book movie of all time. That 2008 Christopher Nolan Release has been propertying eight nomination. And its lack of a Better Picture nobody inspired the Academy Award to expand the
category as much as 10 slots. Perhaps Black Tea-Breaking 2019's Best Nomination Picture was really really a sign of anything coming. How many Academy Academies will 'Joker' actually win? Joker's impressive showing of the Oscar nomination is one thing. But how many of his 11 categories are he likely to win? Right
now, it's hard to say. Once upon a time in Hollywood, 1917, and Parasites appear to be front in beef for best picture right now. And Phillips' lead has no far-searching feel in a category that includes three past Oscar winners. It's most likely the triumph will be at Best Actor, as Phoenix has always done well at all season
awards. The marriage of Mrs Driver's history could sneak in there as a dark horse, but many punishment consider there's a lock. Additionally, Hildur will Guðnadóttir probably win for Best Original Score, given how integral his music is Phillips' movie. Can Joker get the last laugh? Well, an unexpected dancer Oscar would
be just the kind of chaos Arthur Fleck (Phoenix) would publish. We'll watch them see how the movie is made. But now, Fan Joker definitely has reason to smile. smile.
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